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Eyetracking during picture naming predicts future
vocabulary dropout in progressive anomia
Jamie Reillya,b,c, Maurice Fluriea,b and Molly B. Ungradyc

aEleanor M. Saffran Center for Cognitive Neuroscience, Temple University, Philadelphia, PA, USA;
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ABSTRACT
The dynamic and unpredictable nature of expressive
vocabulary dropout in progressive anomia presents a
challenge for language intervention. We evaluated whether
eye gaze patterns during naming could predict anomia for
the same items in the near future. We tracked naming
accuracy and gaze patterns as patients with semantic (n =
7) or logopenic (n = 2) variants of Primary Progressive
Aphasia or amnestic Alzheimer’s Disease (n = 1), named
photographs of people and objects. Patients were tested
three or more times spaced roughly evenly over an
average duration of 19.1 months. Target words named
accurately at baseline were retrospectively coded as either
known (i.e., consistently named) or vulnerable (i.e.,
inaccurately or inconsistently named) based on naming
accuracy over the study interval. We extracted gaze data
corresponding to successful naming attempts and
implemented logistic mixed effects models to determine
whether common gaze measures could predict each word’s
naming status as known or vulnerable. More visual fixations
and greater visual fixation dispersion predicted later
anomia. These findings suggest that eye tracking may yield
a biomarker of the robustness of particular target words to
future expressive vocabulary dropout. We discuss the
potential utility of this finding for optimizing treatment for
progressive anomia.
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1. Introduction

Naming impairment (i.e., anomia) is a functionally debilitating symptom of
numerous neurological disorders. Progressively worsening anomia is especially
prevalent in the semantic and logopenic variants of Primary Progressive Aphasia
(svPPA & lvPPA) (Budd et al., 2010; Gorno-Tempini et al., 2011; Kamath et al.,
2020; Woollams et al., 2008). Anomia and associated word finding impairments
are also common within the amnestic variant of Alzheimer’s Disease (AD)
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(Flanagan et al., 2016; McKhann et al., 2011; Reilly et al., 2011). Neuropsycholo-
gical rehabilitation has recently seen a surge of interest in treating language dis-
orders incurred in these clinical populations, including the promise of
synergistic gains from pairing behavioural interventions with non-invasive
brain stimulation (Hung et al., 2017; Meyer et al., 2019; Tippett et al., 2015; Tsap-
kini et al., 2014).

The effectiveness of most traditional anomia treatments is gauged by
measuring improvements in naming accuracy for words that a patient cannot
name across repeated baseline attempts (Best et al., 2013; Conroy et al., 2009;
Edmonds & Kiran, 2006). The fundamental assumption of this approach is that
patients can successfully build or re-establish durable pathways between
word forms and meaning (Raymer et al., 2008). This assumption of a durable
neural substrate for relearning is violated in progressive anomia where neuro-
degeneration causes what patients and caregivers often refer to as language
loss (e.g., “Mary lost the name of the dog.”) or language forgetting (e.g.,
“Frank forgot the kids’ names”).

The question of whether words are lost or forgotten remains central to neu-
ropsychology, and the answers have profound implications for neurorehabilita-
tion. Patients with semantic dementia or svPPA are thought to experience
naming impairment with a primary etiology in the erosion of conceptual knowl-
edge (Gorno-Tempini et al., 2011; Macoir et al., 2015; Patterson, 2007; Snowden
et al., 1989; Woollams et al., 2008). In contrast, anomia in post stroke aphasia is
thought to predominantly reflect impaired linguistic access to otherwise grossly
intact conceptual knowledge (Dell et al., 1997; Geschwind et al., 1968; Good-
glass & Baker, 1976; Jefferies, 2013; Jefferies & Lambon Ralph, 2006; Levelt
et al., 1998; Meyer et al., 1998; Noonan et al., 2013; Oldfield & Wingfield, 1965;
Rogers et al., 2015; Thompson et al., 2015; Warrington & Shallice, 1984;
Whitney et al., 2011). Progressive anomia in svPPA, lvPPA, and amnestic AD is
characterized by worsening impairment in producing the names of objects
and people, a phenomenon we hereafter refer to as expressive vocabulary
dropout.

The unpredictable nature of expressive vocabulary dropout presents a signifi-
cant obstacle for restorative language treatment in progressive anomia. The
assumption of a stable or improving baseline upon which gains might be
built must be abandoned. A patient with progressive anomia may successfully
name the family dog at baseline only to experience persistent anomia for the
same dog two months later. Treatments premised upon ad hoc identification
of inaccurately named words must constantly update a patient’s inventory of
known words, an untenable prospect for an adult lexicon exceeding 40,000
words (Brysbaert et al., 2016).

Maintenance is gaining momentum as an alternative approach to restorative
treatments for progressive anomia (Jokel & Anderson, 2012; Jokel et al., 2006;
Reilly, 2016). The logic of a maintenance intervention is that patients may
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experience better functional outcomes by focusing on the preservation of a
small set of known words relative to the reacquisition of “lost” expressive voca-
bulary. One key advance for optimizing such treatment would involve identify-
ing target words that are weakening prior to overt dropout. A sensitive index of
the robustness of a particular target word could more effectively guide treat-
ment dosage to slow or prevent dropout. In the study to follow, we examined
whether eye gaze patterns during visual confrontation naming could yield such
a physiological marker of future expressive vocabulary dropout in a cohort of
patients with progressive anomia.

1.1. Aims and hypotheses

Many past studies have focused on phonological, lexical, and semantic factors
that mediate anomia. However, the contribution(s) of visual processing to
anomia remain less clear (Harnish et al., 2010). In a healthy visual system,
object recognition involves a fluid division of labour between bottom-up, stimu-
lus driven processing and top-down conceptual expectancies (Bar, 2003). As
information streams forward from primary visual cortices, conceptual expectan-
cies and predictive processing impute missing elements (e.g., edge boundaries,
discontinuities) needed to perceive scenes and parse their constituent elements
(Humphreys et al., 1997). Conceptual biases rapidly orient visual attention to
salient features such as faces (Bar, 2003; Bar et al., 2006; Yarbus, 1967). In this
respect, semantic memory speeds object recognition and allows us to make
rapid inferences about the identity of people and objects. In turn, semantic
impairment may offer an in vivo model of visual object recognition in the
absence of top-down support (Bueno et al., 2019; Faria et al., 2018; Seckin
et al., 2016b; Ungrady et al., 2019).

A bottom-up visual search is characterized by more visual fixations,1 higher
saccade amplitude, and greater fixation dispersion (Rayner, 2009; Seckin et al.,
2016a). Clinically, such patterns translate to longer periods of aimless scanning
with attentional capture governed by visual interest (e.g., a red sweater, a
sparkly object) rather than semantic informativeness. Figure 1 illustrates a
hypothetical distribution of visual attention that might be observed when
naming a photograph of cat. In our prior work, healthy adult visual fixation pat-
terns during successful picture naming are characterized by a small number of
fixations (often none) densely clustered around distinctive features such as faces
(Binney et al., 2018). Our aim in this study was to evaluate whether similar gaze
patterns could yield a marker of later vocabulary dropout in progressive anomia.
We hypothesize that lexical-semantic degradation proceeds non-uniformly
across different words and that gaze metrics can provide an index of the
health/integrity of a particular word prior to its dropout from a patient’s expres-
sive vocabulary.

NEUROPSYCHOLOGICAL REHABILITATION 3



2. Methods

2.1. Overview

We examined visual confrontation naming in a longitudinal cohort of patients
with svPPA (n = 7), lvPPA (n = 2), or amnestic AD (n = 1) who were simul-
taneously undergoing a maintenance-based language treatment (Hung et al.,
2017; Reilly, 2016). Due to either life circumstances rendering some patients
unable to complete part of the treatment (e.g., moving into a nursing home,
rapid cognitive decline, other illnesses) or non-viable eyetracking data (e.g.,
patient looked off the screen, calibration errors, etc.), only seven patients
yielded full datasets, whereas the remaining three patients had partial datasets.
Briefly, the treatment involved a combination of naming and semantic feature
generation of a set of personalized target photographs arrayed within a
memory book (see Section 2.3 Stimulus characteristics). Treatment was co-facili-
tated by the patient’s primary caregiver and a visiting clinician (author M.B.U.).
Upon enrollment, each patient received baseline neuropsychological testing
and were subsequently retested every 4–6 months for approximately two
years (see Table 1). All treatment and assessment sessions (including eyetrack-
ing) were completed in the patient’s home. During each assessment session, we
evaluated eye gaze patterns as patients named personalized photographs of
common objects and people. At the study’s conclusion we contrasted eye
gaze patterns for target words that were consistently named accurately
across all timepoints relative to items that were omitted or inaccurately
named. Crucially, we focused exclusively upon items that were named accu-
rately at baseline.

Treating and assessing patients with progressive anomia using personalized
picture stimuli in their own homes offers significant advantages in terms of

Figure 1. Fixation count vs. fixation dispersion.
Note: These data are fictional and for illustrative purposes only. Red circles represent discrete visual fixations. Fix-
ation count is the total number of fixations (circles) during a given time interval. Fixation dispersion reflects the
spatial distribution of the fixations. The most efficient visual search is represented by the cat in the lower left
quadrant.
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ecological validity, reduced caregiver burden, and greater potential for context
dependent learning transfer. Nevertheless, these advantages are counterba-
lanced by the compromise of experimental control. Testing in the home
using personalized picture stimuli introduces numerous confounds including
variable luminance contours, idiosyncratic distractions, and differences in the
quality and visual complexity of photographs. As such, these data lack the pre-
cision of laboratory-based psycholinguistic and eyetracking studies. Despite
these limitations, however, we were able to collect many repeated naming
attempts in a naturalistic setting with viable gaze data spanning an extended
period of time.

In the analyses to follow, we first extracted all naming attempts with viable
gaze data that were named successfully at the study’s baseline. We then
marked each target word as either known (consistently named) or vulnerable
(named inconsistently or never again named accurately after the baseline).
We then revisited the baseline production and all subsequent accurate
responses for both known and vulnerable words to assess whether a particular
set of gaze patterns could portend whether a word would be forgotten later
during the course of the study.

This research was conducted in accord with ethical principles of medical
research outlined in the Declaration of Helsinki. The study was approved by
the institutional review boards of Temple University and the University of Penn-
sylvania. Deidentified raw data and computer scripts in R Markdown file format
are available for download via the Open Science Framework (OSF) at https://osf.
io/gjc7y/.

Table 1. Patient demographics, testing duration, and total numbers of datapoints.

ID Dx Age Edu

Years Post
Disease
Onset

Total Duration
Enrolled
(months)

Total
Assessments

Total
Naming
Attempts

Total
Viable
Trials

% Viable
Trials

1 lv 69 13 2 10 3 250 161 64.4
2 sv 66 16 1 23 4 720 444 61.7
3 sv 60 16 7 19 3 233 207 88.8
4 lv 65 14 3 24 5 725 560 77.2
5 sv 59 12 5 20 4 758 433 57.1
6 AD 79 16 4 17 4 757 416 55.0
7 sv 65 12 2 28 5 878 608 69.2
8 sv 65 15 3 23 5 956 471 49.3
9 sv 64 18 3 23 5 956 718 75.1
10 sv 65 19 6 31 4 433 85 20.0

Note: “Dx” (diagnosis): lv = logopenic variant PPA, sv = semantic variant PPA, AD = amnestic variant Alzheimer’s
Disease; “Age” denotes age in years at study onset; “Edu” represents years of formal schooling; “Years Post
Disease Onset” reflects the approximate interval in years between self-reported symptom onset and initiation
of the treatment study; “Total Duration Enrolled” reflects the duration in months each patient took active part in
the study; “Total Assessments” reflects the total number of repeated administrations of the naming assessment
and neuropsychological battery; “Total Naming Attempts” reflects each patient’s total number of recorded
naming attempts across repeated assessments; “Total Viable Trials” constitutes the number of discrete
naming trials with recorded accuracy and viable gaze data uncontaminated by artifacts (e.g., blinks, coughing,
excessive head motion); “% Viable Trials” reflects the proportion of viable trials divided by the total number of
naming attempts.
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2.2. Participants

Participants included older adults diagnosed by an experienced behavioural
neurologist in accord with published criteria for svPPA (N = 7) or lvPPA (N = 2)
(Gorno-Tempini et al., 2011). This sample also included one patient with the
amnestic variant of Alzheimer’s Disease (McKhann et al., 2011). Upon enroll-
ment, we completed baseline neuropsychological testing and eyetracking. We
re-administered this battery every four to six months for up to two years. All
patients were followed for at least three successive timepoints but not all
patients completed the two-year testing interval. Table 1 lists demographic
detail including each patient’s total duration of enrolment and the number of
viable naming attempts that were entered into the statistical model. Partici-
pants averaged 4.2 repeated assessments spaced over 19.2 months.

Table 2 lists neuropsychological data characterizing the patient cohort on
repeated measures of global cognition, confrontation naming ability, and
semantic memory. In an effort to reduce patient fatigue and distress, we admi-
nistered short forms of the Boston Naming Test (Kaplan et al., 1983; Mack et al.,
1992) and an unvalidated 26-item short form of the original 52-item Pyramids &
Palm Trees Test (PPT) (Howard & Patterson, 1992). This abbreviated version of
the PPT included all even-numbered triads from the original battery (see
Cousins et al., 2018). We scaled each patient’s raw score to the original point
range (1–52) followed by a z-transformation using parameters from Wierenga
et al.’s (2008) study of a sex-balanced sample of older American adults from
the North Florida region. These older adults (n = 20, mean age = 75 years)
approached ceiling accuracy on the PPT with a mean of 51.05 and standard
deviation of 0.49. Z-score derivations for the PPT-short form in Table 2 reflect
the following computation:

zith = 2∗(Short form raw)− 51.05
.49

2.3. Stimulus characteristics

Stimuli included a combination of personalized and stock photographs of
objects and people as detailed by Reilly (2016). At the study’s baseline, patients
selected target items (N = 100) (hereafter referred to as “trained” items) to be
treated during language intervention. Patients and their caregivers together
selected trained items from fixed lists representing the following semantic cat-
egories: people, places, foods, household items, hygiene, clothes, activities.
Treatment target selection proceeded with the constraint that trained items
should be highly frequent, familiar, and have high functional utility in daily com-
munication. After this training lexicon was established, we visited patients in
their homes and either shot new photos or acquired older photos (e.g., patient’s
friends, grandchildren) corresponding to the target words. Stock photos were
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Table 2. Neuropsychological data at baseline and study endpoint.

ID Dx Dur

MoCA (of 30)
BNT-short (of

15) PPT-s Pics (raw score, z-score) PPT-s Words (raw score, z-score) Trails A/B (seconds)

T1 Tend T1 Tend T1 Tend T1 Tend T1 Tend

1 lv 10 15^ 16^ 11 8^ 26 (1.93) 25 (−2.14) 26 (1.93) 25 (−2.14) 67^/118 49/155
2 sv 23 22^ 18^ 4^ 4^ 23 (−10.31) 19 (−26.63) 19 (−26.63) 17 (−34.80) 27/44 45/60
3 sv 19 16^ 19^ 4^ 3^ 22 (−14.39) 21 (−18.47) 19 (−26.63) 22 (−14.39) 40/118 40/109
4 lv 24 15^ 10^ 12 10^ 25 (−2.14) 23 (−10.31) 24 (−6.22) 24 (−6.22) 95^/58 NC^/NC^

5 sv 20 21^ 18^ 2^ 1^ 25 (−2.14) 22 (−14.39) 20 (−22.55) NA 19/54 34/74
6 AD 17 15^ 10^ 4^ 4^ 20 (−22.55) 15 (−42.96) 20 (−22.55) 17 (−34.80) 25/60 40/93
7 sv 28 16^ 13^ 4^ 4^ 22 (−14.39) 20 (−22.55) 18 (−30.71) 18 (−30.71) 16/45 19/40
8 sv 23 14^ 7^ 2^ 1^ 15 (−42.96) 12 (−55.2) 14 (−47.04) 12 (−55.2) 70^/245^ NC^/NC^

9 sv 23 17^ 20^ 3^ 2^ 23 (−10.31) 21 (−18.47) 25 (−2.14) 20 (−22.55) 41/96 35/75
10 sv 31 17^ 18^ 1^ 2^ 12 (−55.2) 15 (−42.96) 13 (−51.10) 12 (−55.2) 42/101 52/114

Note: “Dx” (diagnosis): lv = logopenic variant PPA, sv = semantic variant PPA, AD = amnestic variant Alzheimer’s Disease; “Dur” = duration in months each patient took part in the study; “MoCA”
= Montreal Cognitive Assessment raw score total of 30; uncorrected MoCA scores less than 26 suggest impaired global cognition (Nasreddine et al., 2005); “BNT”=Boston Naming Test 15-item
short-form Version 4; healthy adult mean accuracy is 13.2 items (sd=1.6) (Mack et al., 1992); “PPT-s Pics” = unvalidated 26-item subset of the Pyramids and Palms Trees Test (Howard & Pat-
terson, 1992) z-transformed to the original 52-item accuracy distribution for healthy older American adults reported by Wierenga et al. (2008) (see method); “PPT-s Pics” = picture version of the
PPT unvalidated short form; “Trail Making Test-Form A” (maximum time is 150 s), Trails-B = Trail Making Test-Form B (maximum time is 300 s), scores rounded to the nearest second (Tom-
baugh, 2004; Weintraub et al., 2009). “NC” denotes that a participant did not complete the task within the allotted time. ^ indicates that the raw score exceeded worse than two standard
deviations below the mean(s) reported for healthy controls. The following norms for each neuropsychological test were used: MoCA: ^ indicates a score below 26 (Nasreddine et al., 2005); Trails
A/B: Weintraub et al. (2018); BNT: Mack et al. (1992).
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used for targets that did not require personalized images (e.g., fruit). Untrained
“control” items (N = 100) were composed of unassigned words from the original
stimulus lists. A set of famous face photographs served as the untrained items
for known people. Photos were sized to a uniform dimension (500 × 500 pixels),
and in some cases post-processed to enhance focus on the target figure, blur-
ring distracting backgrounds and/or labels. Stimulus lists are available for
inspection and use at https://osf.io/gjc7y/.

Every patient’s training set differed with respect to the target words and
visual attributes of the picture stimuli (e.g., quality, complexity, colour variation).
This property of the treatment study precluded comprehensive item-level psy-
cholinguistic matching across participants. Items were roughly matched on fam-
iliarity, and patients named items sampled across the same distribution of
semantic categories.

2.4. Eyetracking and naming procedures

Confrontation naming was facilitated by the use of an automated stimulus
delivery programme (Experiment Center) coupled to a remote infrared eyetrack-
ing system (SMI RED X 120 Hz) (SensoriMotoric Instruments Inc., Boston, MA).
We collected monocular right eye movements at a sampling rate of 120 Hz
(spatial resolution < 0.03°). Patients were seated at a distance of 65cm ± 5cm
from the infrared illuminator positioned at the base of a 17′′ Dell Windows-
based laptop computer. Each eyetracking session was initiated with a 5-point
calibration and validation sequence. Target images were then presented in a
randomized order using a gaze contingent technique. This gaze trigger involved
a small, invisible, rectangular area of interest (AOI) surrounding an attention
fixation cross positioned at the top and centre of the screen. Once the AOI
accrued 1000 ms of cumulative dwell time (saccades and fixations), the next
photograph automatically advanced. Patients were cued to verbally state the
name of each item and were permitted as much time as needed to provide
an answer. We scored only spontaneous responses using a binary coding
scheme: accurate or inaccurate. If the participant self-corrected their spon-
taneous response, we counted their final response.

2.5. Item level coding

We implemented a coding schema designed to partition individual naming
attempts into two broad categories, known vs. vulnerable. At the conclusion
of the study, we isolated all naming attempts for words that were accurately
named at the baseline, omitting gaze data for target words that were never
accurately named. Known words included targets named accurately across all
timepoints. Vulnerable words were named accurately at the baseline but
were then either inconsistently named or inaccurately named across all
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timepoints thereafter. We omitted trials corresponding to inaccurate naming
attempts and/or trials with poor eyetracking fidelity (e.g., excessive motion,
blinks). Gaze analyses were windowed to approximately three seconds follow-
ing the onset of the cue (2750 ms ± 250 ms of gaze data per trial).

2.6. Data analyses

We employed logistic mixed effects models to evaluate item-level prediction of
“known vs. vulnerable” for each naming attempt by each patient at each succes-
sive timepoint. The dependent variable in these analyses was a dichotomous
coding (0 or 1) of whether the target item represented a known or vulnerable
word on each discrete naming attempt. We assessed discrimination of word
status (known or vulnerable) from a principled set of predictors that index
visual attention (Rayner, 2009). Predictors included fixation count, fixation dis-
persion, saccade count, saccade velocity, and saccade duration. Each of these
gaze measures provides complementary information regarding visual attention
and search efficiency. Table 3 represents a correlation matrix detailing bivariate
relations between eyetracking metrics. Two of the predictors (i.e., fixation count,
fixation dispersion) provide unique but highly correlated (R = .93) information.
Fixation dispersion provides a measure of the spatial distribution of fixations
during a given time interval, whereas fixation count provides a relative index
of focus/depth. Due to multicollinearity between fixation count and dispersion,
we evaluated these variables in two separate logistic mixed effects models
using the “lme4” package of R (Bates et al., 2015).

We modelled the identical set of random effects in both models, including
patient, item, and training condition. Patient ID was entered as a statistical
control for idiosyncratic individual differences across participants. Item was
entered to control for the variance imposed by stimulus-level attributes (e.g.,
visual complexity, familiarity). Training Condition was entered as a random
effect to control for greater repeated exposure among treated targets relative

Table 3. Correlation matrix eyetracking measures.
Fixation
Duration

Fixation
Dispersion

Saccade
Count

Saccade
Duration

Saccade
Velocity

Fixation
Count

.46 .93 .72 −0.04 .20

Fixation
Duration

.35 .07 -.67 -.04

Fixation
Dispersion

.71 .08 .16

Saccade
Count

.32 .46

Saccade
Duration

.22

Note: Spearman R-values represent bivariate correlations across all naming trials within and between-participants
as employed in the mixed effects analyses.

NEUROPSYCHOLOGICAL REHABILITATION 9



to untreated control items. The dependent variable in both binary logistic
models was a word’s status as either known or vulnerable (0 or 1) on each
naming attempt. The two models differed only in terms of swapping in/out
the two highly correlated variables of fixation count and dispersion.

Model A (i.e., fixation count but no dispersion) was specified as follows:

Word Status � Fixation Count+ Saccade Count+ Saccade Velocity

+ SaccadeDuration+ (1|Patient)+ (1|Item)

+ (1|Training Condition).
Model B (i.e., fixation dispersion but no count) was specified as follows:

Word Status � FixationDispersion+ SaccadeCount+ Saccade Velocity

+ SaccadeDuration+ (1|Patient)+ (1|Item)

+ (1|Training Condition)

3. Results

Table 4 represents naming accuracy by each patient at baseline and study con-
clusion. Patients showed no evidence of decline in naming accuracy for trained
items [paired t(7) =−0.08, p = .94] but did show a significant decline in
untrained items [paired t(8) = 4.58, p = .002]. Descriptive statistics for each of
the eyegaze measures at each timepoint for trained and untrained items are
listed in Appendix A accessible via the OSF at https://osf.io/gjc7y/.

3.1. Logistic mixed effects models predicting known vs. vulnerable status

Model A revealed fixation dispersion as a significant predictor of word tra-
jectory [Estimate = .072, standard error = .034, z =−2.60, p = .01], indicating
that patients more diffusely fixated across the planes of vulnerable target

Table 4. Naming accuracy for trained and untrained items.

ID Dx

Trained Untrained

T1 Tend T1 Tend

1 lv NA NA .69 .61
2 sv 1.00 .92 .56 .22
3 sv .82 .95 NA NA
4 lv .88 .89 .70 .68
5 sv .90 .75 .51 .17
6 AD .69 .58 .57 .42
7 sv .89 .98 .54 .33
8 sv .58 .62 .45 .20
9 sv .89 .98 .57 .46
10 sv NA NA .24 .14

Note: Accuracy values represent proportion correct.

10 J. REILLY ET AL.
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items (see also Figure 2). Model B revealed fixation count as a significant
predictor of vulnerability to expressive vocabulary dropout [Estimate =
−0.05, standard error = .03, z =−1.99, p = .04], indicating that words that
were more vulnerable to expressive vocabulary dropout elicited more
fixations. None of the other predictors were statistically significant in
either model. Full model specifications, statistical coding, and output are
available at https://osf.io/gjc7y/.

Figure 3 illustrates gaze markers distinguishing vulnerable from known
words. Vulnerable words elicited a higher mean fixation dispersion (614.62
pixels vs 589.35 pixels, Cohen d = .12) and higher mean fixation count (7.88
fixations vs. 7.70, fixations Cohen d = .67).

Figure 2. Eyetracking measures for known vs. vulnerable items.
Note: In the scatterplots above, each dot represents an individual patient’s performance across both conditions.

NEUROPSYCHOLOGICAL REHABILITATION 11
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4. General discussion

We hypothesized that eye gaze patterns could yield a sensitive index of the
“health” of a target word regarding its susceptibility to future dropout. We eval-
uated this hypothesis in a longitudinal cohort of patients experiencing progress-
ive anomia. All of the target words were named accurately at baseline. Some
words were consistently named (i.e., known words), whereas other words
dropped from the patients’ expressive vocabulary (i.e., vulnerable words) over
the study interval. At the conclusion of the study, we delineated target words
as either known or vulnerable and contrasted their respective gaze patterns
while items were accurately named (i.e., prior to dropout). This retrospective
design afforded prediction of item-level dropout.

The principal finding was that more visual fixations and greater visual fixation
dispersion (see Figure 1) were predictive of expressive vocabulary dropout in
this patient cohort. This trend held both for treated and untreated control
words. To follow, we address implications, limitations, and future applications
of these findings.

4.1. Implications for neuropsychological rehabilitation

Patients with AD, lvPPA, and svPPA experience expressive vocabulary dropout,
the etiology of which varies by atrophy distributions (Gorno-Tempini et al.,
2011; McKhann et al., 2011; Woollams et al., 2008). Despite variability in the

Figure 3. Gaze pattern differences for known vs. vulnerable words.
Note: Error bars reflect standard error of the mean (SEM).
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clinical phenotypes underlying these neurological disorders, all are character-
ized by progressive anomia and an evolution to semantic and/or lexical-seman-
tic impairments as disease severity worsens (Bayles et al., 1991; Chen et al., 2020;
Funayama et al., 2013).

We reasoned that as the lexical-semantic substrate for word meaning erodes,
patients would be compelled to pursue a bottom-up visual search strategy
during picture naming. Such an unsupervised visual search strategy is character-
ized by longer periods of undirected scanning with a more diffuse array of
fixations and increased susceptibility to attentional capture by “pop out”
effects (Nothdurft, 2006). A semantically impaired patient might, for example,
fixate on visual lures such as the red hue and white stars of a dog’s collar
rather than the dog itself. The presence of such a maladaptive visual search
strategy may provide a diagnostic marker of the “health” of a particular target
item prior to its overt dropout.2 In turn, clinicians may leverage this information
to identify words that require more intensive training.

4.2. Study limitations

It would be premature to tout the promise of eye gaze as a biomarker of expres-
sive vocabulary dropout in progressive anomia. Much remains to be learned
about the validity and generalizability of these results prior to its implemen-
tation in guiding treatment. The overarching limitation of this study involved
lack of precision experimental control. We tested patients in their homes
using a portable remote eyetracking unit that resulted in lower fidelity gaze
data than would normally be acquired in a laboratory. Another potential
source of error related to weak stimulus matching and uncontrolled item-
level variability (e.g., visual complexity, word length) across patients.

Rayner (2009) noted that fixation count is strongly positively correlated with
visual complexity of a scene array. Naming a photograph of a person posed
against a white featureless background ensures a lower number of fixations
than naming the same person at a crowded county fair. We attempted to
control for such differences by enhancing focus on the target while blurring dis-
tractors. Nevertheless, complexity differences persisted across picture stimuli.
Such variability represents an important consideration in light of the small
effect size differences observed here.

Sample size and heterogeneity of the patient cohort represent another limit-
ation. We collected many repeated observations on a small number of patients
(N = 10) over a relatively unprecedented duration. These data are vulnerable to
small sample bias and the impact of outliers and idiosyncratic individual differ-
ences. A related issue was that inclusion was based on progressive anomia
rather clinical diagnosis. As such, the sample included patients with svPPA,
lvPPA, and amnestic AD. Each of these disorders has a unique phenotype,
and such heterogeneity may threaten external validity.
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4.3. Future directions and concluding remarks

Additional research is needed to establish the reliability of gaze metrics for opti-
mizing treatment in progressive anomia. Clinical validation of this particular
technique will require more extensive and better controlled testing. Improve-
ments to the study’s design will elucidate how gaze metrics are mediated by
differences in regional brain atrophy, disease etiology, and semantic function-
ing. This knowledge might be attained by assessing a larger, more balanced
patient cohort characterized along a more exhaustive range of a semantic,
visual, and neuroimaging measures. Future studies will also benefit from collect-
ing higher fidelity eye gaze data in a controlled laboratory setting and validating
gaze metrics against other markers such as reaction times (i.e., naming latencies)
or semantic feature generation.

Notes

1. Fixations are defined as periods of focused visual attention within a particular area of
interest. The threshold of what constitutes a fixation vary across eyetracking systems.
The eyetracker used here (SMI Red-M 120 Hz) delineates fixation as dwell time exceed-
ing a duration of 80ms within a spatially disbursed area subtending no more than 2
degrees of visual angle (100 pixels).

2. Numerous case studies have highlighted altered higher level visual processing in PPA
and AD, including changes in stylistic preferences for visual art (Baddeley et al., 2001;
Green & Patterson, 2009; Miller & Miller, 2013; Perry & Hodges, 1999; Rizzo et al., 2000;
Vernet et al., 2014; Viskontas et al., 2011).
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